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Abstract: Image encoding algorithm is a state of art of information hiding using any image as shield. In
this paper concept of steganography algorithm and various terms related are defined. The efficiency of the
steganography algorithm is improved by using a novel fractal technique. Fractals are self-similar complex
image and created by applying a set of affine transformation on image iteratively. In this paper, we
propose to exploit the self-similarity present an image to determine the fractal regions. Location of the
fractals region present in an image is used to hide information in that region. Proposed algorithm results
into good quality coded image and visually it looks exactly like the cover image. This allows the user to
hide information without letting the other unauthorized user realize that the image contains a secret
message. In this paper, effectiveness of steganography algorithm is analyzed using the fractal technique
on various types of images. Further proposed algorithm shows the effect of message size on the quality of
coded image.
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1. Introduction: Since the early days of
communication people around the globe
realized the importance of information
security to protect the secrecy, consistency,
and integrity of data. It was important to
develop a mechanism that would restrict the
leakage of data to an unauthorized source.
Critical data was marked to indicate that it
should be protected and stored in a secure
environment. The rapid growth and
widespread use of data processing raised the
need for a secure mechanism for protection
of data. There is technology for image
encoding like cryptography, steganography
and encryption. Encryption protects
information, but this protection can be
broken with computational power.
Steganography is an old science, and its
literal meaning is the practice of concealing
messages or information within other nonsecret text or data. It can take confidentiality
to a new level since it embeds secret
information or message within another
object, which makes the existence of
information in the object practically
undetectable. The main objective of
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steganography is to hide information within
another object or message called cover
message. The cover message can be plain
text, an image, an audio file or a video file
[1]. The message that is to be hidden is
called secret message which can be plain
text, an image, a video or an audio file.
Steganography is better than cryptography
because the objective of cryptography is to
make data unreadable by the third party,
whereas the goal of steganography is to hide
information from the third party [2].
The earliest work was done by M. F.
Barnsley [2], introduced the Iterated
Function Systems (IFS) for the first time. It
was based on the Self-Similar of fractal sets.
He assumed and proposed that objects can
be approximated by Self-Similar objects that
are generated by the use of IFS
transformations. Further Davern and Scott
[3], who divided the domain blocks of the
image into two parts. Then they apply fractal
image compression technique to select a
domain block that matches the range block.
However, they select a block out of the two
domain sets depending on whether the data

bit to be embedded is one or zero. There are
many methods of steganography on fractal
principles that are being described in the
literature, but the robustness is ensured by
the method used because the method
changes the code and quality of an image.
Better the hiding algorithm more secure will
be the system.
In this paper, the proposed algorithm, works
only on bitmap images. In this technique, we
find the regions where sharpness is present,
which is easier to find in grayscale as
compared to RGB or any other colored
images [4]. The fractal technique is then
determined on the grayscale image to find
fractal region. The information is then
embedded in these fractal regions, and the
generated image is called stego image. The
main advantages of this technique are the
2. Fractals: Basic Understanding
Fractals are perpetual self-similar patterns
across an infinite scale. They are established
by repeating a single process for ‘n’ number
of times. It is an augmenting –symmetry.
For every level ranging from the smallest to
an infinitely big scale, if the imitation is
same it is called as a self-similar pattern.
Fractals, its roots can be traced back to
1970s when an IBM mathematician Benoit
Mandelbrot [5][6] watched and analyzed a
customary geometry to be imperfect. It
couldn't clarify depict the enormous and
unpredictable state of a mountain. It had no
proper representation of the geometry of a
cloud. The new geometry that he coined
could successfully describe and depict the
kind of objects that were earlier undefined
[6].
The fractal procedure can be utilized to
shroud greatest measure of information in a
picture without influencing its quality and to
make the concealed information hearty and
sufficiently effective to withstand picture
preparing which doesn't change the visual

amount of information that is to be
embedded is equal to the host signal while it
is limited to the conventional data hiding
techniques. So the unauthorized user will
not be able to detect the secret message
behind the cover image through naked eye,
even if they know that there is secret
message hidden behind the cover message it
is difficult for the third party to estimate the
random image from stego image because
random
variables
are
used
using
transformation of image [2].
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
and 3 gives an overview of fractals and
image steganography respectively. Section 4
encloses proposed algorithm. Simulation
results and discussion is presented in Section
5. The paper is concluded in section 6.
appearance of the picture [6], so this strategy
can be utilized for Steganography.
Characteristics of the fractal:
1.
Exact Self-resemblance – Identical
geometry at all scales [7]
2.
Quasi Self-resemblance - Small
imitations of the entire fractal in a twisted,
degraded manner.
3. Statistical Self-resemblance - repeats a
pattern in such a manner that numerical and
statistical values are maintained [7].
•
Emergent properties: It has a fine and
detailed structure even at some random
points.
•

Locally and globally irregular geometry.

The fractal technique can be used to hide
maximum amount of data into an image [8].
Data to be protected can be of any type
while the cover image must be BMP. The
fractal technique allows covering secret
information without actually degrading the
quality and appearance of the cover image

[9]. Therefore, we have proposed a new
method to determine fractal regions in the
image and hide maximum data possible than
with any other algorithm [10]. The amount
of data that can be hidden totally depends on
upon the size of the cover image. In fractal
image steganography, the model for the
authorized user includes side information
which can be the password that is used
during retrieving of information. While for
the attacker the model is without side
information or initial parameters. That is
information received by the authorized and
unauthorized user is asymmetric, which
means it is not same for receiver and
attacker.
3. Image encoding using Steganography
Steganography is an old science its literal
meaning is the practice of concealing
messages or information within other nonsecret text or data. The authorized holder of
the message needs to utilize the knowledge
of
the
particular
mechanism
of
steganography that is engrossed to recover
the hidden message from the stego image.
The goal of steganography is to allow
parties to converse without the discourse of
information in any form [1]. This
characteristic of steganography keeps it
aside from cryptography which acts as a
medium for private communication between
parties, however, can arouse suspicion based
solely on its existence. Steganography traced
its root right back to its first implementation
in 440 BC by Herdotus [3]. Since then
steganography has constantly been in use till
the present day. Earlier Steganography
existed as messages were written on wood
covered with wax, written on rabbit's
stomachs, or were tattooed on slaves. During
World War II, the French Resistance
invented
invisible
ink.
Modern
steganography came into existence in the
year 1985 with the ingression of personal
computers [5]. It started with Secreting

message within the lowest bit, secreting
message with encrypted data or with any
random object, concealing a picture that can
be uncovered by using basic drawing tools.
Chaffing and winnowing - is defined as a
cryptographic tool to successfully attain
confidentiality while sending data over an
insecure passage without using encryption.
Steganalysis: An attempt to ascertain the
presence of steganography requires diligent
examination and analysis. The art of
unmasking the message hidden by applying
steganography is known as steganalysis. The
purpose of steganalysis [5] is to detect
suspected packages, identify whether it has
payload instilled into them and if feasible
return the payload. Contrary to cryptanalysis
where the existence of secret message is
known, steganalysis needs to identify
payload from piles of suspected data.
4. The Proposed Algorithm
The proposed algorithm hides a message or
information in the form of a plain text or an
image within another image by detecting
regions using the fractal technique. The
image in which the message is to hide is
called cover image while the image after
hiding secret message is called as stego
image [13]. This technique hides the
maximum amount of data without degrading
the quality of original image. Proposed
algorithm is divided mainly into two stages
4.1 First Stage -Message Hiding
The first stage is called message hiding and
the second stage is called as message
retrieving or extracting stage. These stages
are then further subdivided.
Step1. Open an Image- Add the picture,
which is bitmap image.
Step2. Convert Image into Grayscale
Convert the picture into grayscale using
equation 1 and 2
(1)
I RGB=(FR,FG ,FB)

x = 0.330 FR + 0.587 FG + 0.114 FB. (2)
Step3. Divide image into blocks- Partition
the cover image into blocks, blocks are
called regions. Initialize , BlockSize = 32 ;
The size of the block must be greater than
32 pixels because if cannot detect fractal if
the size is less than 32 pixels [10] [13]. We
can also take 48 pixels for each block. But in
our work, we have taken 32 pixels for each
block.
Step 4. Fractal detection- Each subdivided
block is called region. Find no of horizontal
blocks, no of vertical blocks. Calculate mean
and variance of each block, and also the
mean variance of the whole image. Compare
means of domain and range.
Step5. Hiding- For data hiding, hide data or
information in RGB. Hide information in
every 3 bits for blue because it is the least
visible color, and for red and green hide in 1
bit of every fractal block [14]. The size of
the message that is to hide should not be
greater than the fractal region.

4.2 Second Stage - Retrieving Message
This is the second stage after hiding the
message the next step is to retrieve it. We
apply the same algorithm as used for hiding.
It starts with specifying the path if stego
image and location for the output and then
the algorithm checks whether the entered
image by a user is a stego image or not [13].
The system only works for BMP images and
if the entered image is not a BMP, it will
display an error and program will terminate.
Checks red component of the first pixel for
the message and then checks green
component of the second pixel with second
character .and blue component of the third
pixel with 2 bits. And repeat iterations until
pixels get exhausted. Since blue color is the
most insensitive to eyes 2 bits of blue pixel
is used to whereas for both green and blue
each 1 bit is utilized.

Figure 2. Retrieving message

Figure 1. Hiding message

Performance of algorithm is analyzed using
following parameters.

SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio)
ܴܵܰ ൌ ݈ܲܽ݊݃݅ݏȀܲ݊ ݁ݏ݅ൌ ߤȀߪ

(3)

where μ is the signal mean or expected
value and σ is the standard deviation of the
noise [11].
PSNR (Peak Signal Noise Ratio)
Pܴܵܰ ൌ ʹͲ݈Ͳͳ݃ሺMAXiሻ െ ͳͲ݈Ͳͳ݃ሺܧܵܯሻ

(4)
MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value
of the image [12]
RMSE (Root Mean Square Error)
The RMSE of an estimator  with respect to
an estimated parameter  is:
RMSEሺሻ ൌ ඥሺሻ=ඥሺሺ െ ሻଶ )

(5)
MAE (Mean Absolute Error)
ଵ
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Where,|ࢋȁ ൌ ȁࢌ െ ࢟ȁ, and
prediction and the true value

is

the

4. Experimental Results
We have analyzed system efficiency and
robustness by taking the type of secret
message as one of the parameters and then
checking on various aspects of the output
image and then comparing the final
results.The experiment includes hiding
secret message of the type .doc and
analyzing the results from the given set of
data, we have analyzed three types of image
– colored, grayscale, dual-tone keeping the
type of message uniform for all the three
types and then testing the system by
increasing the size of the secret message.
The algorithm works for BMP images; it is
mandatory for the user to use cover image of
type BMP, while the secret message that
needs to be hidden can consist of any
format.

(6)
Table 1. SNR, PSNR, and RMSE of Stego images

(6)

For Colored image when covered image is a
of size 320 X 240 i.e., 230400 byte and
secret data size is 333kb i.e., 341870 byte.
Maximum size of data that can be hidden is
460800 byte Since the size of secret
message is less than the maximum allowable

Colored Messages

size therefore we are able to hide the secret
message. And from the above formula, Peak
Signal To Noise Ratio (PSNR) is 56.449db
and “this is an accepted ratio”, the RMSE
0.3837 and the SNR is 47.292

Grayscale Images

Dual-tone Images

Figure 3. SNR v/s Size of Message
For Grayscale image when covered image is
a of size 504X284 i.e., 429462 byte and
secret data size is 333kb i.e., 341870 byte.
The maximum size of data that can be
hidden is 858816 byte. Since the size of

secret message is less than the maximum
allowable size therefore we are able to hide
the secret message. And from the above
formula, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
is 54.879db and “this is an accepted ratio” ,
the RMSE 0.4579 and the SNR is 40.487.

Colored Images

Grayscale Images

Dual-tone Images

Figure 4 PSNR v/s Size of Message
For Dual-Tone Image when covered image
is a of size 1293X1480 i.e., 5742454 byte
and secret data size is 333kb i.e., 341870
byte. Maximum size of data that can be
hidden is 11481840 byte. Since the size of
secret message is less than the maximum
allowable size, therefore we are able to hide
the secret message. And from the above
formula, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
is 56.654 dB “and this is an accepted ratio”,
the RMSE 0.3748and the SNR is 51.772.
The PSNR value is highest for Dual-tone
Image i.e. 56.654 dB.

harm the information to. Hiding a message
with this system eliminates the possibility of
a message being identified. If the message is
additionally encoded, if found, it should
likewise be split(yet another layer of
insurance).
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